Our athletics include nationally ranked athletes, national champion teams, nationally ranked coaches and an Olympian. Ranked by U.S. News & World Report as a Top 50 Regional College (South). Named the 8th Best Value School in the South Region by U.S. News & World Report.

In a survey of our 2013–2015 graduates, 85% are currently employed in their fields or attending graduate school. 96% of our graduates are employed or in graduate or professional degree programs.

Our athletics include nationally ranked athletes, national champion teams, nationally ranked coaches and an Olympian. Our Virtuosi Honors Program allows students to interact with experts in their fields and be exposed to resources that will offer a unique and world-class educational experience.

Come visit us! www.ec.edu/admissions/campus-tour
The Emmanuel College English Department prepared me for both law school and my career as a lawyer by teaching me to be an effective writer and analytical reader. My professors at Emmanuel stressed the importance of writing a well-supported research paper, one in which there is a clear thesis followed by well-organized supporting paragraphs. I use this skill, along with the other writing skills I learned from my professors at Emmanuel, every single day. In addition to writing, I learned to read critically, which is essential when contemplating the possible interpretations of an agreement. I will carry the treasures from my education with me through life. Whether I am using my education to help build my career, or I am reading and writing for leisure, I know my professors at Emmanuel are the people responsible for providing me an essential foundation.

A. Breeden, English ('13), Lawyer with Patterson, Moore, & Butler in Cumming, GA